Unbalanced synaptic inputs underlying multi-peaked frequency selectivity in rat auditory cortex.
By measuring the frequency selectivity at different intensities in the primary auditory cortex of adult rats, we found that a small group of cortical neurons can exhibit relatively weak but robust selectivity at multiple frequencies that are different from the most preferred frequency. Both in vivo multi-unit recordings (26/93 recordings) and single-unit recordings (16/137 neurons) confirmed that the preferred frequencies are periodic and have an averaged bandwidth (BW) of 0.3-0.4 octaves, which leads to multi-peaked frequency selectivity. Interestingly, the averaged bandwidth of the ripple in the frequency response tuning curve was invariant with the sound intensity. An investigation of the synaptic currents in vivo also revealed similar multi-peaked frequency selectivity for both excitation and inhibition. While the excitatory and inhibitory inputs were relatively balanced for most frequencies, the ratio between excitation and inhibition at the peak and valley of each ripple was highly unbalanced. Since this multi-peaked frequency selectivity can be observed at the synaptic, single-cell, and population levels, our results reveal a potential mechanism underlying the multi-peaked pattern of frequency selectivity in the primary auditory cortex.